
CITY OF EAGAN
BIKE RACK SCULPTURE – FINALIST PROPOSAL

MUELLER  STUDIO



.

LAKE SUPERIOR’S NORTH SHORE:  biking destination



MUELLER STUDIO:  bike themed works

Brooklyn Park Library, MN                                                           McQuillan Park St. Paul MN 
Central Lakes Bike Trail Fergus Falls                                        Grand Rapids MN, Public Library



RESEARCH: 
GUIDING PRINCIPLES; draws attention, unique experience, conveys meaning, landmark, meeting place, 
integration of art with urban, communal experience

FUNCTION; use, spacing and utilitarian considerations

.



RESEARCH:  (4 ) Site options

City Hall                         Northview                         Quarry                       Ridgecliff



INSPIRATION:  
1. meeting place, landmark, weaving together art and urban, communal experience
2. shared experience of biking; encountering and navigating through Eagan’s arteries



CONCEPT DRAWING: 1    “Passenger Side”



CONCEPT DRAWING:  2



CONCEPT DRAWING: 3



CONSTRUCTION DRAWING 1:      H 9’ x W7’ x 5’ - 8” D       12’ x 6’ CONCRETE PAD

1. UPPER CANOPY 6’-0 DIAM CIRCLE - MATTE BLACK – TELESCOPES INTO SEAT BACK UPRIGHTS
2. 1.5” STEEL SQ TUBE – SEAT BACKS and BIKE RACK ELEMENTS
3. 16” DIAM TIRE SEATS x 16” HIGH
4. BIKE STALLS:  24-32” H  x 3’ D  x 24-30” SPACE BETWEEN RACKS - ACCOMODATES 4-8 BIKES
5. DE-COMMISSIONED ALUMINUM  D.O.T APPROVED STREET SIGNS



CONSTRUCTION DRAWING 2:  SPACING AND LOCK SECURITY

1. BIKE STALLS:  24-32” H  x 3’ D  x 24-30” SPACE BETWEEN RACKS - ACCOMODATES 4-8 BIKES
2. RACK ALLOWS FOR MULTIPLE SECURING POINTS AND LOCK STYLE OPTIONS



CONSTRUCTION DRAWING 3:  RE-CLAIMED SUSTAINABLE MATERIALS

1. SCULPTURE SURFACE: D.O.T. APPOVED ALUMINUM STREET SIGNS
2. UPPER CANOPY: RE-PUPOSED ELECTRICAL WIRE REEL
3. RACK ELEMENT: BLACK STEEL SQUARE TUBING 1.5” x 1.5” x 1/8” THICK
4. SEATS: 16” DIAM TIRE with SUPPORT



STATEMENT 1: how the work addresses Eagan's public artwork guiding principles and contributes to a 
Sense of Place. Consideration should also be made as to how the artwork relates to the site and/or any 
historical context.

The guiding principles that directed my vision for the bike rack include: drawing attention, unique 
experience, conveys meaning, landmark, meeting place, integration of art with urban, communal 
experience.  This sculpture functions as both a bike rack and a landmark-meeting place. While the rack 
elements provide a secure place for parking bikes, the composition also stands as a point of meeting and 
encourages gathering, resting, and dialogue.  Navigating life’s pathway is similar to biking the streets. We 
encounter information and warning signs to guide us through the twists and turns.  Sharing this experience 
with a co-pilot helps one navigate this existential terrain. Who is on your passenger side? 

The local Committee may have the clearest insight on who and how these parks are used, and that could 
dictate the chosen site. While all (4) sites lend themselves to to the project, the gathering place/rack could 
act as a meeting marker in the open landscape of Quarry and Ridgecliff Parks. 



STATEMENT 2:  probable lifespan of artwork - annual maintenance needed to maintain artwork integrity.

STEEL: While the bike rack construction is intended to last for many years, a 15 year lifespan is 
typical for estimating purposes. Sumter Coatings is an industrial grade exterior primer and paint. An 
annual inspection of surfaces would be appropriate.

STRUCTURE SURFACES: street signs are non-corrosive aluminum

ANCHORS: ¾” diam x 4” stainless steel hardware for anchoring (non corrosive)



STATEMENT 3:  as to whether the work is unique or duplicates other work 

As indicated in the intro slide, I have previous bike commissions. These projects are unique in content, site-
specific and had predetermined budgets. Because I have a bench sculpture at Bridgeview Park, I wanted to 
draw consistent visual connections to that work by using similar materials in the proposed bike rack. The 
other piece I have in Eagan’s Bur Oak Park, forms a gathering space, but is unique in composition.



FUNDING:



PROPOSED TIME LINE:

JANUARY 2022 finalist presentations

FEBRUARY 2022 public review

MARCH 2022 artists awarded 
commission

MARCH 2022 fabrication begins

APRIL- MAY 2022 fabrication

JUNE 2022 installation
(*could use fork lift assistance lifting canopy into place)



PROJECT SUMMARY:  “Passenger Side”
draws attention, unique experience, conveys meaning, landmark, meeting place, 
integration of art with urban, communal experience



THANK YOU
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Lutsen Minnesota

www.greglmueller.com

glmuellerstudio@gmail.com
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